Experimental and theoretical justification of a schematic method of estimation and increase of radiation hardness of the onboard radio-electronic equipment for space applications on the example of the standard circuit of the voltage follower combining the most widespread schematic decisions: differential stage, current mirror and emitter follower.
Introduction
Impact of the ionizing radiation of space leads to failures of the onboard radioelectronic equipment (REE) of spacecrafts. The problem of radiation hardness assurance of REE for space applications has both a practical and scientific significance. 
Materials and Methods
The application of presented technique will allow to estimate the radiation hardness of REE for space applications at circuit design stage of development and to provide the possibility of choice of the optimal schematic solution from the point of view of radiation hardness. The technique was experimentally tested on the example of traditional circuits: differential stage, current mirror and emitter follower. These circuits are basic elements of schematic of the operational amplifiers (OpAmps) that are widely used in the modern REE for space applications.
The prediction technique of the radiation hardness assumes on the basis of schematic simulation in the LTSpice IV using the dependence of the value of the current gain of the bipolar transistor on the total dose level, which was obtained experimentally, to calculate the total dose dependence of the input current and to estimate the radiation induced offset of the transmitting characteristic of the standard bipolar transistor follower. The circuit of the follower was chosen for researches as it combines the most widespread schematic decisions: differential stage, current mirror and emitter follower.
Results
For the experimental estimation of the accuracy of the prediction of the radiation degradation with use of the described technique the circuit of the follower was devel- 
Conclusion
During experimental investigations, one transistor from the matrix was used as a control device to obtain the dependence of the current gain on total dose level. The input currents and transmitting characteristics of the follower during radiation tests were obtained using the measure equipment, developed in National Research Nuclear University. The performed research showed good correlation of the results of schematic simulations and radiation tests. Since the electrical parameters of ICs are directly connected with both temperature and total dose level we will use the temperature control devices [1, 2] in our following detailed research of this issue.
